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Mantra:  
NA MWO LU JI  
E LWO HAN DWO NAN  

Verse:  

One worthy of offerings, killer of thieves, reaches a state of no birth.  
The field of blessings of the world must be plowed vigorously. 
Tend with care the unsurpassed Bodhi fruit.  
With delusion ended, in true purity the Buddha Way is accomplished.  

Commentary:  
LU JI means "the world. " E LWO HAN is the Sanskr it word Arhat. It has three 
meanings: 1) "Worthy of offerings," 2) "Killer of thieves," 3) "Attainer of the state of 
non-birth." Arhat is the level of fruition for a Bhikshu. The three meanings of Bhikshu 
are: 1) "One who begs for food," 2) "One who gets rid of evil," and 3) "One who 
frightens Mara." The fruition of begging for food is to be worthy of offerings; the 
fruition of getting r id of evil is to be a killer of thieves; the fruition of frightening Mara is 
to be beyond b irth.  

One worthy of offerings, killer of thieves, reaches a state of no birth./ Worthy of offerings 
means that he should receive the offerings of people and gods. A killer of thieves means 
that he should kill the thieves of affliction in his own nature. As to be ing the attainer of 
no birth, it means that he no longer has to undergo birth and death.  NAN, again means 
foremost. An Arhat is one in the world who is a field of  blessings for people and gods. 
So all the living beings in the world can go and make offerings  to the Arhat and p lant the 
field of blessings.  

The field of blessings of the world must be plowed vigorously./ You should use effor t to 
cultivate and plow the field of blessings. Tend with care the unsurpassed Bodhi-fruit./ 
You should always be careful to water and cultivate the unsurpassed Bodhi- fruit. With 
delusion ended, in true purity the Buddha Way is accomplished/.  "Delusions" refers to 
the delusions of views, the delusions of thought, and delusions like dust and sand. These 
delusions are exhausted.  Once the coarse delusions like dust and sand a re ended, the True 
Suchness of the self-nature will manifest.  


